
 

 

How to Replace Anxiety with Peace & Productivity 
Anxiety wastes time and energy, weakening us, mentally and physically -- so it’s not 
helpful, especially if we’re dealing with a physical ailment where we need all the strength 
possible, to aid recovery. We can live with anxiety (not fun), or medicate it (if symptoms prompt us to see a 

doctor), but it’s best to overcome it – to reduce anxiety and fear. Perhaps you’ll want to try these steps:        
 

FIRST, ASSESS
What’s got you anxious? If you know, you can address it with knowledge, wise advisors, and careful decisions, and pray to 
trust God -- perhaps daily or even hourly, each time the anxiety returns.* If you don’t know why you feel anxious, then you 
can’t resolve it. When anxious, your brain, emotions and bodily functions react to what they think is real, but perhaps it isn’t. 
Stop. Analyze when the feeling began, why, and if it’s legitimate. Track back until you know what is causing you to feel this 
way; you may discover that the issue no longer exists, never did, nor is large enough to warrant stress. 
1. Don’t take responsibility for another. Is the burden yours or mostly another’s? Don’t fully take on another person’s 

issue. If it’s a kid’s issue, help him or her grow by tackling it and learning from mistakes.  
2. Check your standards: are you aiming for perfection or something not vital? Anxiety is created if we burden ourselves 

unnecessarily with a certain standard or goal that adds little to life other than stress. Is what’s bothering you truly essential 
or can you let go of it -- or do it a simpler way or with the guidance or involvement of another person?  

3. List & review past successes Write a list of past things you feared, which you handled. Review the list when fearful; it 
will remind yourself of your strengths and give you confidence. Keep adding to the list. 

 
ATTITUDE & LOGIC 

4. Remind yourself of truth: 90% of what we fear, never occurs.  
5. Acknowledge your feeling, identify the cause as valid or imagined. 
6. Think positive thoughts, not negative ones. Start each day with a positive affirmation such as: “I’m trained & valued”  
         and “God loves me.” State aloud how your day will be, using cheerful, motivating words. 
7. Use analysis to de-escalate emotion. When anxious, we think less clearly and make poorer decisions. So, use your 

non-emotional, “thinking brain,” to replace emotion with logic, which is calmer. First, rate your anxiety from 1 to 10 (1 is 
fully relaxed; 10 is terrified). Ask: "what number am I?" which replaces emotion with logic, which is calming. Sit down if 
possible. Take gentle, slow breaths in and out through your nose until you’re down to a 2 or a 1.  

8. Visualize a scary situation, positively. Use your imagination: vividly see the situation, but with a positive outcome, in 
detail. This conditions your mind to feel calm and down-scales fear so that you think clearly. You’re in control. 
 

TAKE ACTION 
9.   If frozen by anxiety, get active -- moving from energy-depleting worry to productivity. 
10. Write out daily goals and tasks to work toward -- using nervous energy to accomplish positive tasks. Even if bed- 
         ridden, we can pray for others, plan positive activities, or list things for which to thank God – like medical care.* 
11. Discuss with someone you trust (not a worrier), how to reduce anxiety or about any scary upcoming event. 
12. Find reasons to laugh; bring happiness into your life. Watch comedies. Be with positive people. 
13. Avoid the negative. Don't watch news or anything upsetting. Don’t use negative words in conversation.  
14. Don’t isolate. Socialize with others and be interested in them, which gives you a break from thinking about yourself. 
15. Get help. Make a list of people and resources available to help with a challenging issue or project and ask for help.  
         Don’t tackle a distressing matter alone if help is available, even via cell or email!  
16. If possible, exercise or be outdoors 20+ minutes daily, where you’re in touch with nature – ideally, in daylight, with no 
         social media/cell, no conversation. This free “nature pill” lowers stress hormones. Exercise releases neurotransmitters 
         that uplift our mood, tires muscles, and burns stress hormones that can trigger anxiety.  
17. Check your nutrient levels Some people are more prone to anxiety or fear if lacking nutrition, such as magnesium.  
         Check with a doctor or dietitian to ensure you are getting adequate nutrition.  
18. Pray, asking God to deliver you from worry; he is the Problem-Solver! Prayer will give peace while you wait for God to 

  work, as it reminds you that you’re not alone; he is with you. It takes more energy to worry than to pray or state for what 
  you’re thankful. Remember: God is in charge; trust him. Just as an upset child, held to the parent’s chest, is calmed by 
  feeling the parent’s calm heartbeat, if we come close to God’s heart, we also gain his calmness.  
* ”Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God.” Philippians 4:6   

 (more…) 

https://www.successconsciousness.com/index_000004.htm
https://www.successconsciousness.com/positive_attitude.htm


Free anxiety test at www.calmclinic.com/anxiety-test It also offers a more advanced analysis (for a fee). 

Being anxious unnecessarily:  The Anxiety Trick that tricks the Victim – from www.theanxietycoach.com 

A person with Panic Disorder gets tricked into holding her breath and fleeing a store, rather than breathing gently and 
staying there until calm.  

A person with Generalized Anxiety gets tricked into trying to stop "what if?" thoughts, rather than just accepting the 
thoughts and carrying on.  

A person with Social Phobia is tricked into avoiding social events, rather than going and being fine. 

A person with OCD is tricked into repeatedly washing his hands or returning home to check the stove, rather than 
observing the thoughts then refocusing thoughts to productive activities.  

By being tricked into avoiding a risk, each never sees that no disaster occurs, so retain their fear and continue their 
avoidance method -- wrongly thinking that their protective steps "saved" them from catastrophe. They wrongly constantly 
‘protect’ themselves -- and miss normal life.    

SOLUTION: Instead, expose yourself to the situation. For example, if anxious on elevators, go inside one and feel the 
anxiety, and stay there until the anxiety leaves. Don’t oppose, avoid, or distract from the fear during exposure. You’re in 
control; choose to increasingly spend time with the anxiety, note your thoughts and sensations, and watch them subside 
as you use the breathing, analytical and other steps offered here. And pray for God to help you; He will.  

5-4-3-2-1 Grounding & Relaxation Technique

At any time, our mind can leave the present and draw us to recall a past upset or to a future worry. Neither is helpful. 
Instead, use your senses to pull you back into the present, feeling in control, doing this 1-minute technique anywhere: 

Breathe in and out gently through your nose, create gentle belly/diaphragmic breaths. Say each sensation aloud: 
I SEE 5 things (state them)…  
I FEEL 4 things (state each one, like “my feet on the ground,” etc.)…  
I HEAR 3 things (state them)…  
I SMELL 2 things (or say two of your favorite smells aloud)… 
I TASTE 1 thing (if you can’t taste anything now, state a favorite taste).  

To finish, continue breathing gently and slowly in and out through your nose; breathe in for 4-5 seconds, and out for 5-6 
seconds. Such gentle, diaphragmatic breath can pull us back into the present and away from anxieties. Work at making 
gentle, nose-breathing your habitual way of breathing. 

See Potential in Setbacks 

In 1914, most of Thomas Edison’s work was destroyed by fire. Then 67, the great inventor said: “There is great value in 
disaster: all our mistakes are burned up. Thank God we can start anew.”  

Weeks later, he invented the first phonograph. 

If, like Edison, we rely on God, we’ll not worry. Fear is not only an emotion; it’s a power which tries to make us run away 
or weaken us. If we choose to trust, there can be anticipation about what amazing thing God might do. 

http://www.calmclinic.com/anxiety-test
http://www.theanxietycoach.com/
http://www.anxietycoach.com/worry-too-much.html

